Mufflers are widely applied in industrial flow duct systems or internal combustion engines, to reduce the amount of noise carried by the upstream flow. Although the flow in the duct of the muffler is commonly unsteady, complex and turbulent, which generates noise by itself. The flow noise should be considered for design and optimization of the muffler. By means of a three-dimensional numerical simulation integrated CFD (computational fluid dynamics) and CAA (computational aeroacoustics), the paper investigated two typical mufflers. The first one has an expanded chamber in the duct, and the second one has the same chamber but whilst has a perforated wall between the duct and the chamber. The nonlinear acoustic solver is implemented to model noise generation and transmission from an initial statistically-steady turbulent flow, which provided by RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) simulation, and to simulate the noise in near field. The radiated far-field noise of the mufflers was predicted by FW-H (Ffowcs Williams-Hawking) acoustic analogy. The mechanisms of the vortex and sound generation were revealed, and results indicate that the perforated tube muffler has much lower flow induced noise level. The solver of the numerical simulation has been parallelized with MPI, and run on a HPC cluster, due to the large computation cost.
Introduction
Mufflers (or silencers) are commonly used as silencing elements in HVAC ducts, automotive exhaust systems or other internal fluid machineries, to attenuate the noise emitted by upstream sound sources. The acoustic attenuation mechanisms in the absence of flow medium have been quite well understood. However, flow in the duct and chamber of muffler is commonly unsteady, complex and turbulent, which generates noise by itself. The flow induced noise should be carefully considered for design and optimization of the muffler, especially at high speed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
With development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational aeroacoustics (CAA), numerical simulation should be able to applied to predict the flow excited noise. The methods of CAA can be classified in two basic approaches, the first one is directional approach, also called as directional noise computation (DNC) and the second is hybrid approach [7, 8] . Because the acoustic perturbation is much smaller than the flow dynamic quantities, the directional noise computation often costs a lot and the numerical error should overwhelm the acoustic quantities. In order to accurately simulate sound in the flow with acceptable computational amount, hybrid approach is commonly adopted, that is of two-step, i) acoustic source computation and ii) sound propagation computation, where different methods are used in corresponding domains and integrated through data transmission. The first step should be accomplished by directional computational fluid dynamic simulation, through RANS/LES/DNS approach, where the flow perturbation and acoustic source are computed or modeled. The second step, in general, consists of sound computation in near field and far field, of which the former is to solve the partial derivative equation of acoustic perturbation and the later is to solve the acoustic analogy equation or other similar equations. In present work, the numerical method is based on the NLAS (nonlinear acoustic solver) approach, derived by Batten et al [9, 10] . NLAS provides a more sophisticated sub-grid treatment that allows the extraction of acoustic sources from the temporal variation within the (modeled) sub-grid structures. The main advantage of this approach is that the noise in the near field can be simulated with less computation cost comparing to the directional noise computation approaches with traditional LES, hybrid RANS/LES, because the grid requirements is relaxed in the near-wall region. Furthermore, it has the important advantage of being able to account for both for broadband, turbulence-related noise and discrete tones arising from coherent structures or resonance, which can not be neglected in present study on the flow noise issues of mufflers.
Two typical kinds of mufflers were studied in this paper, one of which is constructed by a expanded chamber in the duct, and another with a perforated wall between the chamber and the duct. With the qualitative and quantitative comparison with experimental measurement shows that the simulation has credible results. The results helps to understand the mechanisms and control of the flow induced noise in the typical mufflers, which is great useful for the muffler design.
Numerical Methods
In present work, the hybrid approach of CAA, NLAS was implemented. The strategy can be described as the four steps as below. Firstly, the CFD simulation is performed to obtain the averaged flow field, with a conventional RANS method. Followed that, the noise source fluctuations are generated by the synthetic reconstruction of turbulence. Then, the acoustic perturbation equations, called nonlinear disturbance equation (NLDE) , are solved though the NLAS.
